
HEADING HOME?

Subject:   Re: Heading Home
From:   "Richard Hannah" <richard.hannah@mail.com>
Date:   Mon, April 13, 2015 1:53 am
To:   "tony@jahtruth net" <tony@jahtruth.net>

Having to head home early we have a close family member in a 
cancer hospice and we have learned that she is failing fast, so 
forgive me if I don't continue this dialogue.  
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Tony, I don't know what motivates you with regard to Seven. 
Attached to the Police you will have been taught basic rules of 
evidence and understand the logic courts follow.  I am and will 
always be amazed as to how  a person who spends their career as
an intelligence analyst simply ignores major gaps in a theory:

• You cannot win a case if you name the wrong defendants;

• You cannot protect generic concepts only specific ideas and 
designs which are described in detail;

• You cannot submit evidence that leads the judge and jury;

• Opinion is not evidence;

• Religious conviction is not evidence;

• Theory and supposition is not evidence.

• The documents produced actually destroy Seven's claims to 
be a long-standing industry professional:

• No schedules describing her idea in detail so the document 
protects what? A title;

• Seven did not even know what format changes are despite 
the brochure illustrating the technician completing the 
action;

• Lisa Pahne not only shows a startling lack of legal knowledge
she drafted a document without teeth and did not insist on
a full nada.

All the programmes Seven says were stolen, not a single one was 
made by Virgin,or Scottish TV the BBC, they were all made by 
independent TV companies.  This is a killer ! that Seven seems 
to have overlooked.  Everybody who turned up that day made 
their money physically shooting shouldn't producing them.  



We sell facilities.  We stood to gain nothing from the formats if
the shows were not made at Feltham hence the open day.

A joke not even sent to Seven as principal recipient. Is just 
that a joke. 

Finally a freebie guess what I was BEFORE I joined the industry? 
Have you worked it out yet? 

You seem to even have researched stuff about me recently.  Saw
the stuff about UKIP.

Tara
Richard


